I L L U M I N AT E Y O U R PA S S I O N
Stay inspired with the PowerShot G7 X Mark II camera†, which combines exhilarating speed and performance with a smart, compact
design. It can be ideal for travel, events and anywhere on the go, or as a secondary camera, and features a high-performance
1.0-inch 20.1 Megapixel* CMOS sensor as well as a bright f/1.8–2.8 lens to help capture impressive images whenever your creativity
sparks, even in low light conditions. The new DIGIC 7 Image Processor immediately pays dividends with improved auto focus tracking,
enhanced IS and superb image clarity even when shooting with a high ISO. For increased flexibility, the PowerShot G7 X Mark II
offers high-speed continuous shooting up to 8 fps in RAW**, JPEG and RAW+JPEG** modes, and is equipped with Full HD capability,
built-in Wi-Fi®◊ and NFC◊◊ and in-camera RAW conversion, giving you everything you need to capture inspiring images and video
and share them with ease.

High Detail, High Speed

3.0" Capacitive Touch Panel LCD

1.0” CMOS Sensor
& DIGIC 7

The large, high-resolution, 3.0" LCD monitor
tilts up 180° and down 45°, making it ideal for
composing self portraits and taking photos at
high and low angles with ease. Thanks to capacitive
touch-panel operation, you can simply touch the
screen to access quick control settings, focus and
shutter release.

The large 1.0-inch, 20.1 Megapixel*
CMOS sensor helps capture
high-quality images and videos
with a wide dynamic range, a
high resolution for detailed prints
and more. The new DIGIC 7 Image Processor works
with the CMOS sensor to help ensure each image has
high amounts of sharpness, while keeping picture noise
to a minimum. Dual Sensing IS provides improved
IS performance with up to 4-stops of image stabilization,
counteracting image blur caused by body movement.
Enhanced tracking capabilities also help keep
focus on subjects throughout the action, while
improved face tracking maintains its focus even
in low light. Combined,
the CMOS sensor and
DIGIC 7 Image Processor
fuel a powerful camera
that performs both
brilliantly and rapidly.

In-camera RAW Conversion
The PowerShot G7 X Mark II camera puts
complete creative control in your hands with its
powerful in-camera RAW conversion, which lets
you adjust multiple aspects of an image after
you capture it, without using a computer.

Up to 8 fps Continuous Shooting
Capture eye-opening action shots easily with
high-speed continuous shooting up to 8.0 fps.
Continuous shooting is available in RAW**, JPEG
and RAW+JPEG** modes so you can preserve
the moment you want, how you want.

Optical Brilliance

f/1.8–2.8 Lens
The remarkable lens on the
PowerShot G7 X Mark II camera features a
bright aperture value of f/1.8–2.8 with an
Optical Zoom of 4.2x (24mm–100mm). It puts
more in your frame and captures an incredible
variety of situations with artistry and precision.

A 9-blade iris diaphragm creates beautiful bokeh.

Full Control

1080p Full HD
Capture incredibly
realistic 1080p
Full HD video at
60 fps with stereo
sound in MP4
format, which is
convenient for
sharing. Recording is easy with a versatile control
ring that lets you change settings and keep noise
to a minimum while focusing. This allows for
quick and near-silent adjustments.

Built-in Wi-Fi® and
NFC Technologies
◊

◊◊

Built-in wireless connectivity allows for on-the-go
convenience when you want to share your photos
and videos with friends and family and connect to
compatible devices easily.

†	At time of printing, the PowerShot G7 X Mark II has not been authorized as required by the rules of the Federal Communications Commission. This device is not, and may not be offered for sale or lease, or sold or leased,

until authorization is obtained.
*	Image processing may cause a decrease in the number of pixels.
**	UHS-I compatible 16GB card based on Canon’s testing standards. The number of shots can vary according to the subject and brand of card, etc

®

◊
Compatible with iOS versions 7.1/8.4/9.0, AndroidTM smartphone and tablet versions 4.0/4.1/4.2/4.3/4.4/5.0/5.1. Data charges may apply with the download of the free Canon Camera Connect app. This app helps enable you
		 to upload images to social media services. Please note that image files may contain personally identifiable information that may implicate privacy laws. Canon disclaims and has no responsibility for your use of such images.
		 Canon does not obtain, collect or use such images or any information included in such images through this app.
◊◊
Compatible with AndroidTM smartphone and tablet versions 4.0/4.1/4.2/4.3/4.4/5.0/5.1.

Certain images and effects simulated. Products not shown to scale. Not responsible for typographical errors.
©2016 Canon U.S.A., Inc. All rights reserved. Canon, DIGIC, the DiG!C Logo and PowerShot are registered trademarks of Canon Inc. in the United States and may be registered trademarks or trademarks in other countries. Wi-Fi and
the Wi-Fi CERTIFIED logo are registered trademarks of the Wi-Fi Alliance. The N Mark is a trademark or registered trademark of NFC Forum, Inc. in the United States and in other countries. All other product names, brand names
and logos are trademarks or service marks of their respective owners.
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